WEBSITE USER TERMS & CONDITIONS
Domain Name: www.tpsoh.org
The People’s Society of Hosur
TERMS & CONDITIONS
This website is owned and managed by The People’s Society of Hosur. By accessing and using
the www.tpsoh.org web site, you are agreeing to be legally bound by these Terms & Conditions.
The terms "you" and "User" refer to anyone who accesses the Web Site.
The People’s Society of Hosur may change these Terms & Conditions at any time without notice.
Changes will be posted on the website under "Terms & Conditions".
Your use of the Web Site after any changes have been posted will constitute your agreement to
the modified Terms & Conditions and all of the changes. Therefore, you should read these Terms
& Conditions from time to time for changes.

TPSOH
This Terms & Conditions provides guidance for member's use of social media. Which should be
broadly understood for purposes of this terms to include blogs, wikis, micro blogs, message
boards, chat rooms, electronic newsletters, online forums, social networking sites, and other
sites and services like WhatsApp or Google messenger that permit users to share information
with others in a contemporaneous Manner.
This Terms is applicable to all the members of TPSOH | The People’s Society of Hosur. Every
member has to strictly abide by the principles laid down in this Terms & Condition herein below.

Principles to be followed: 1) Members should be aware of the effect, their actions may have on
their image, as well as TPSOH’s image. The information that member's post or
publish will be public information for a long time.
2) Members should be aware that TPSOH may observe content and
information made available by members through social media. Member should use
their best judgment in posting material that is neither inappropriate nor harmful to
TPSOH, employees or supporters.
3) Although not exclusive list. some specific examples of prohibited
social media conduct includes posting commentary, content, or images that are
Defamatory, pornographic, proprietary, harassing, libelous, or that can create a
hostile social environment.
4) If members find or encounter a situation, while using social media that
threatens to become antagonistic, members should disengage from the dialogue in
a polite manner.
5) Subject to applicable law, online activity that violates the TPSOH's
code of conduct or any other TPSOH's terms & Condition may subject members to disciplinary
action.
6) If member publish content that involves work or subjects associated
with TPSOH, a disclaimer should be used, such as this: "this posting on this site
are my own and may not represent TPSOH positions, strategies or opinions."
REGISTRATION
As part of the registration process, you must select a username and password and provide the
website with accurate, complete, and updated information.
LIMITATION OF LIABILITY
You are entirely liable for activities conducted by you in connection with your browsing and use
of the Web Site. If you are dissatisfied with the Content or the Web Site or with these Terms of
Use, your sole and exclusive remedy is to stop using the Content and the Web Site. The website
will not pay you any damages in connection with your browsing or use of the Web

ANTI-HACKING PROVISION
You expressly agree not to use this Web Site in any manner or for any purpose that is prohibited
by these terms and conditions. In addition, you expressly agree not to:
(1) use the Web Site for any purpose that is prohibited by any law or regulation, or to facilitate
the violation of any law or regulation;
(2) use or attempt to use any "deep-link," "scraper," "robot," "bot," "spider," "data mining,"
"computer code" or any other automated device, program, tool, algorithm, proc-ess or
methodology or manual process having similar processes or functionality, to access, ac-quire,
copy, or monitor any portion of the Web Site or any data or content found on or accessed through
the Web Site without prior express written consent;
(3) obtain or attempt to obtain through any means any materials or information on the Web Site
that have not been intentionally made publicly available either by their public display on the Web
Site or through their accessibility by a visible link on the Web Site;
(4) in any way bypass or circumvent any other measure employed to limit or pre-vent access to
the Web Site or its content;
(5) violate the security of the Web Site or attempt to gain unauthorized access to the Web Site,
data, materials, information, computer systems or networks connected to any server associated
with this Web Site, through hacking, password mining or any other means;
(6) interfere or attempt to interfere with the proper working of the Web Site or any activities
conducted on or through the Web Site, including accessing any data, content or other
information prior to the time that it is intended to be available to the public on the Web Site;
(7) take or attempt any action that, in the sole discretion of this Web Site's operators, imposes
or may impose an unreasonable or disproportionately large load or burden on the Web Site or
such operation's infrastructure.

